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A Few Good Words – Describing Risks
How to clearly and precisely describe risks to your audit report readers

By Sally F. Cutler

Y
ou know that you need to describe risks in your 

audit reports. Doing so is a crucial aspect of your 

role as an assurance provider. But you find that 

it is easy to rely on standard or boilerplate ways 

of doing so. You are wondering how best to describe risks 

clearly and precisely so that your readers get the messages 

you aim to deliver.

This column considers ways to describe risk. It discusses 

categories of risk and how they may best be described, and 

it suggests describing risks as events. Further, it describes 

ways to add precision to the components of risk and the 

definitions of risk ratings. Finally, it considers ways to 

visualize risks in graphic form.

Distinguishing inherent from residual risks

First, we assume that you have a clear understanding 

of inherent risk versus residual risk. Just in case, here’s a 

reminder:

 • Inherent risk is the risk that would exist in the absence of 

controls

 • Residual risk is the risk that remains after the current 

design and operation of controls

Most of the discussion in this column applies to describing 

residual risk. The discussion includes a note when it applies 

as well to inherent risk.

Describing risk categories

Most of us are familiar with typical risk categories. They are 

the risks that appear throughout risk-management practice 

and models, including the COSO Internal Control Integrated 

Framework and the COSO Enterprise Risk Management 

model.

They are:

 
 • Financial

 • Operational

 • Reputational

 • Regulatory

 • Reporting

 • Strategic

Some of these categories likely are perceived as more 

critical than others in your environment and in individual 

audit engagements. For example, an audit of your billing 

process will inevitably focus on financial risks, while an 

audit of physical security will focus on operational and 

reputational risks.

The challenge is to be precise in describing risks in these 

categories. A generic description that the conditions 

found could lead to financial risk—or any of the other 

categories—does not effectively communicate the true 

concern. Adding precision means connecting the risk to 

what you found so that the readers can see what the risk is 

within the category.

For example, consider these risk descriptions for a billing 

process:

 • The financial risk that the hospital does not collect all 

appropriate charges

 • The financial risk of electronic claims submission errors

 • The financial risk that the hospital does not receive 

payments in a timely manner
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 • The financial risk that the hospital is not able to collect 

payments owed

 • The financial risk of inappropriate electronic funds transfers

This is the first step in moving from a generic description of 

risk to a precise description, and this approach applies to 

descriptions of both inherent and residual risks.

Describing risks as events

Describing risks as risk events allows you to develop more 

precision. By doing this, you show the reader not only what 

the risk is but also the mechanism by which it would emerge.

For example, consider these descriptions of risks in a billing 

process:

 • The financial risk exists that underbilling will result in the 

hospital not collecting all appropriate charges.

 • When billings are delayed, the hospital faces the financial 

risk of not receiving payments in a timely manner.

 • The financial risk of uncollectable billings increases 

when billing information, such as addresses and account 

numbers, is inaccurate.

 • The hospital is exposed to the financial risk of 

inappropriate electronic funds transfers generated from a 

system that lacks appropriate security.

Incorporating the components of risk and defining risk 

ratings

In risk-management practice, the severity of risk is 

commonly considered to be an intersection of two 

components: impact and likelihood. Velocity—a third 

component currently garnering attention—may be seen 

as a separate component or an aspect of impact. A full 

description of residual risk incorporates these components.

Impact

Impact assesses the severity of an actual risk event: How bad 

would the risk event be? Impact is often expressed using a 

high, moderate or low rating.

For some types of risks, numeric values can be associated 

with each rating. For example, for financial risks, a dollar 

range can be associated with each rating. Likewise, for 

regulatory risks, the level of penalty or sanction can 

be associated with each rating. And for some types 

of operational risks—for example, downtime on an IT 

system—a length-of-time measure can be associated with 

each rating.

However, associating numeric values with ratings is 

often not appropriate for reputational risk and for some 

operational and strategic risks. For these, a better approach 

is to associate scenarios with each rating. The aim is not to 

describe all possible scenarios. Rather, the aim is to give a 

for-instance or a flavor of what the risk event might be.

For example, a high reputational rating might be associated 

with the scenario of being front-page or lead-item bad 

news in the national media. (Think, for example, about 

recent events on cruise ships.) A moderate reputational 

rating might be associated with the scenario of a disaffected 

patient posting a negative comment via social media. A low 

reputational rating might be associated with an increase in 

non-public complaints received.

You should avoid circular descriptions of impacts. That is, 

descriptors such as the following are meaningless:

 • High Impact: The impact on the hospital would be 

significant

 • Moderate Impact: There would be an impact on the 

hospital, but it would be less than significant

 • Low Impact: There would be a limited impact on the 

hospital

Likelihood

Likelihood assesses the probability that an inherent risk 

will become an actual risk event: How likely is it that the 

risk event will occur? Just as impact is often rated high, 

moderate or low, so too is likelihood.

Describing risks as risk events allows you to develop more precision.

The challenge is to be precise  
in describing risks.
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You may consider several factors in assessing likelihood and 

defining ratings. One factor is the frequency of the activity 

from which the risk would emerge; the logic is that the more 

frequent the activity, the higher the likelihood that a risk 

event will emerge.

A second factor is the nature of the control; the logic is that 

a manual control is more likely to fail than is an automated 

control.

Severity of risk is commonly 

considered to be an intersection 

of two components: impact and 

likelihood.

A third factor is the degree of judgment required in a 

manual activity; the logic is that the more judgment called 

for, the higher the likelihood that a risk event will emerge.

History is a final factor that audit clients like to consider. 

The logic is that a previous event is more likely than a novel 

event. Unfortunately, this logic is flawed: novel events 

have a way of emerging at any time. (Think about the 

ever-changing nature and methods of cyber-attacks or the 

constantly evolving resistance of bacteria.)

As was the case for describing impact, you should avoid 

circular descriptions. That is, descriptors such as the 

following are meaningless:

 • High Likelihood: The likelihood of occurrence is 

probable

 • Moderate Likelihood: There is some likelihood of 

occurrence

 • Low Likelihood: The likelihood of occurrence is remote

Velocity

Increasingly, risk professionals consider velocity to be 

a component of risk: How rapidly would the risk event 

emerge? Financial transactions occur with lightning speed, 

reputation-damaging events spread instantly in a 24-

hour news cycle and via social media, and compromised 

operations owing to cyber- or physical attacks can emerge in 

a matter of moments.

If you intend to add velocity as a risk component, think 

about how you will rate it and how you will describe the 

ratings. Perhaps a three-rating system—parallel to high, 

moderate and low—is appropriate. Such a system might 

be rapid, moderate and slow. Such velocity ratings can be 

associated with numeric values, namely, the rapidity—

measured in minutes or hours or days—with which the risk 

would emerge and be recognized.

Incorporating component descriptions into the risk 

description

Using the three components and their ratings, you can 

form a full risk statement. Here are examples of how these 

might be expressed in writing. Each assumes that the rating 

definitions are provided in the report.

 • The financial risk exists that underbilling will result in the 

hospital not collecting all appropriate charges; this risk is 

rated high because both the impact and likelihood of the 

risk are rated high.

 • When billings are delayed, the hospital faces the financial 

risk of not receiving payments in a timely manner. The 

resulting risk rating is moderate. Although the likelihood 

is rated high, the impact is rated moderate because, even 

though payments are delayed, the hospital is expected to 

receive them.

 • The financial risk of uncollectable billings increases when 

billing information, such as addresses and accounts 

numbers, is inaccurate. This risk is rated low because 

automated recordkeeping leads to a low likelihood of the 

risk occurring.

 • The hospital is subject to financial risk that is rated 

high in the face of electronic funds transfers generated 

from a system that lacks appropriate security. The 

velocity of this risk is rated high because of the speed 

of such transactions. The impact and likelihood ratings 

are moderate because of the small volume of such 

transactions.

Increasingly, risk professionals 

consider velocity to be a 

component of risk.

This approach may imply a recommendation that you 

develop a formula for combining impact, likelihood and 

velocity to generate an automatic rating for a residual risk. 

That, however, is not the recommendation. A formula can 

be helpful as an objective component in assessing risk, but 

auditor judgment should override the formula when factors 
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such as the overall governance and control environment 

lead the auditor to conclude that the automatic rating is just 

not right.

Visualizing risk in graphic form

The risk descriptions shown above rely on words. Using a 

graphic form—the most common of which is a heat map—

can convey the risk vividly, showing the intersection of 

impact and likelihood and, with a bit of creative thinking, 

showing the velocity as well.

If you use a heat map, avoid the trap of automatically 

making it symmetrical. That is, consider the uneven 

significance of impact and likelihood: Does impact factor 

more heavily than likelihood? In most cases, it does. And 

what is the relative significance of velocity?

Exhibit 1 shows an asymmetrical heat map of a residual risk. 

It incorporates impact, likelihood and velocity components. 

The heat map could be presented using colors for high, 

moderate and low and for the velocity ratings of slow, 

moderate and fast.

Aiming for action

You now have a better notion of how to describe risks. 

You know that focusing on precision—in the core risk 

description and the ratings definitions—will help you 

convey more clearly the key messages you need to deliver to 

drive home the importance of action. NP

Sally Cutler, president of Word-Wrights 

Incorporated, provides report-writing 

training and consulting for internal 

audit departments worldwide. A col-

lection of these columns, titled A Few 

Good Words, is available through 

online booksellers. Sally has written 

two books on audit reporting, and is a 

contributing author to the 6th edition of 

Sawyers Guide for Internal Auditing 

(2012). You may reach her at Sally.

Cutler@Word-Wrights.com or (315) 

626-2545.

Exhibit 1 – Heat map of residual risk
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